This article examines the role of modeling in the engineering of cyber-physical systems. It argues that the role that models play in engineering is different from the role they play in science, and that this difference should direct us to use a different class of models, where simplicity and clarity of semantics dominate over accuracy and detail. I argue that determinism in models used for engineering is a valuable property and should be preserved whenever possible, regardless of whether the system being modeled is deterministic. I then identify three classes of fundamental limits on modeling, specifically chaotic behavior, the inability of computers to numerically handle a continuum, and the incompleteness of determinism. The last of these has profound consequences. 
understand the target. An engineer constructs targets to emulate the properties of a model. For an engineer, a model provides a design and the target is the implementation.
These two uses of models are complementary. An engineer will typically use models both ways. Good engineering requires doing some science. And at least for experimental science, good science requires doing some engineering.
Although model fidelity is rarely perfect, some models are astonishingly good. A synchronous digital circuit, which is a collection of gates and latches that are clocked, is a model of physical system, a three-dimensional structure of doped semiconductors with an applied voltage. The modeling paradigm of synchronous digital circuits is simple, rooted in Boolean logic, and often, but not always deterministic; if you know the initial state of the circuit and you know the inputs, then there is exactly one behavior specified by the model. Humans have learned to build targets that match the behavior of such models extremely well. We can build a chip that will perform an operation specified by a synchronous digital logic model a billion times per second, and the chip will very likely function without error for years. No other human-engineered artifact has ever reached this level of model fidelity.
A given target may have many useful models. For example, a microprocessor chip may be modeled as a three-dimensional geometry of doped silicon (model A), as differential equations that describe the semiconductor physics (model B), as a synchronous digital circuit (model C), or as a computer program (model D) specifying embedded software for the chip to run. These models are all abstractions of the chip, and they serve very different purposes. Which model to use depends on the goal.
Every model is constructed within some modeling framework that provides the syntax by which the model is specified (how it is written down or otherwise rendered in physical form) and the semantics (what a given rendition means). For example, model A might be given in a language for describing three-dimensional shapes. Model B is given in the framework of the calculus of ordinary and partial differential equations. Model C is given in a hardware description language, such as VHDL. Model D is given in a programming language.
The choice of modeling framework has profound consequences. For example, the language for describing three-dimensional shapes (model A) is not well suited for modeling the dynamics of a circuit (how the voltages and currents change over time).
The properties of a modeling framework can also strongly affect the value of a model in that framework. A framework intended for expressing dynamics, for example, may be deterministic or not. In a deterministic framework, if the initial state of the model is known, and if the inputs to the model are known, then the model specifies exactly one behavior. In a nondeterministic framework, the model specifies a family of behaviors.
Note that the role of inputs in a model overlaps with the role of nondeterminism. Models that have inputs define a family of behaviors. A deterministic model defines one behavior for each possible input. Inputs are provided by the environment; they are not defined by the model. Inputs can equally well be modeled as nondeterminism, but doing so reduces our ability to design a control system, which observes outputs to provide inputs that drive toward some desired behavior.
Note that determinism is a property of a model and not a property of the thing being modeled (unless that thing is also a model).
1 Indeed, asserting determinism in the physical world would put us in the middle of a centuries-old debate in philosophy and physics, and it would probably require us to reject much of modern physics.
Determinism in models, however, has proved practical and extremely valuable in the past. Ordinary and partial differential equations, for example, are deterministic, and mechanical, electrical, and civil engineers rely heavily on that determinism. They use these equations to develop controllers, prove stability, and analyze robustness to parameter variations. Synchronous digital circuit models are also often deterministic, as are single-threaded imperative programs. This determinism is hugely valuable, as it enables very complex and yet reliable designs by enabling definitive analysis. We can make absolute assertions about the behavior of a deterministic model. No such assertions are possible about the physical world (how will the synchronous digital circuit behave while it is being crushed?). The targets of deterministic models, however, can only be deterministic if the target itself is a model. The lack of determinism in the physical world does not undermine the value of deterministic models as long as the model fidelity is high.
The determinism of a model depends on what is considered to be an output from the model. For example, a terminating single-threaded imperative program is deterministic if the output is defined to be the final state of the machine. However, if we also consider the time at which that final state is reached to be an output, then the model is nondeterministic.
Choosing to use deterministic models can have a cost. For example, by choosing to use single-threaded imperative programs, we forgo the ability to exploit the parallelism in a multicore machine. However, this cost is not a consequence of choosing determinismit is a consequence of choosing this particular deterministic modeling framework. If we were to choose instead to build our program using Kahn process networks [Kahn and MacQueen 1977] or any of several other deterministic actor modeling frameworks, we would still be working with deterministic models, and the execution of the software would have no difficulty exploiting multicore hardware.
Some problems may seem to require nondeterminism as a basic part of the problem statement. For example, if you are building a Web server, requests will come in at random times and may be very bursty. Implementing the Web server as a singlethreaded imperative program is probably not a good choice because every response to a request will be blocked by the handling of all previous arrived requests. But again, we do not have to forgo determinism to handle these requests efficiently. We just have to forgo single-threaded imperative programs. All modern server-side software infrastructure includes support for simultaneous dispatch of multiple independent and mutually isolated request handlers. If the output of the server is defined to be the set of responses issued for a set of input requests, then it is easy to provide a deterministic model of the server. If the output is defined instead to be a sequence of responses, then an efficient server cannot be modeled deterministically. The order in which responses are issued is not a consequence of the inputs. If the design goal is to issue predictable responses to requests, then a properly construed deterministic model is in fact valuable. For example, it can be used to specify regression tests.
Modeling Cyber-Physical Systems
A cyber-physical system (CPS) combines cyber systems (computational systems such as microprocessors and digital communication networks) with other physical systems (electromechanical, chemical, structural, and biological systems) . Each of these components has benefited from deterministic modeling frameworks, such as single-threaded imperative programs and discrete-event models for the cyber side, and ordinary and partial differential equations for the physical side. But as I have argued before in , all widely used combinations of deterministic cyber models and deterministic physical models are nondeterministic. In the same work, I argued that this need not be so; deterministic models for CPS are practical. Given the evident value of determinism in modeling, deterministic frameworks should be used.
In this article, I reflect on lessons learned from building a deterministic modeling framework for CPS called CyPhySim . CyPhySim is an open-source simulator for CPS based on Ptolemy II [Ptolemaeus 2014] . CyPhySim supports mixed 3:4 E. A. Lee continuous and discrete dynamics using a superdense model of time [Lee and Zheng 2007] , modal models and hybrid systems [Lee and Tripakis 2010] , and an ability to import functional mockup units (FMUs) [Modelica Association 2014] . CyPhySim integrates five simulation engines:
(1) Discrete event simulation (DE) [Lee 1999] (2) Quantized-state solvers (QSS) [Cellier and Kofman 2006] (3) Runge-Kutta solvers (RK2-3, RK4-5) [Cellier and Kofman 2006] (4) Algebraic loop solvers (5) State machines [Feng et al. 2014] .
This combination offers a rich set of modeling choices, and yet some systems, even simple systems, prove difficult to model in useful ways. This article studies some of these difficulties with a particular emphasis on identifying the fundamental limits of modeling. I focus on three classes of fundamental limits:
(1) Chaotic behavior (2) Inability of computers to numerically handle a continuum (3) Incompleteness of determinism.
The first two of these are well-known phenomena, so I focus on the implications they have for CPS. The third, however, appears to be a relatively new observation, first made in Lee [2014] . It implies that some classes of models have to admit nondeterminism. There is no way to avoid it.
CHAOS AND THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT
I have argued that determinism is a valuable property in models. A target in the physical world is not deterministic, but it may nevertheless be usefully faithful to the model. Synchronous digital circuits and single-threaded imperative programs are excellent examples of this. Mechanical systems at scales where Newton's laws work well are also good examples.
For a deterministic system, if the initial conditions, inputs, and parameters are known precisely, then the future behavior is known. This would seem to imply that deterministic systems are predictable. But this is not really the case because of the caveat that the initial conditions, inputs, and parameters need to be known precisely. If the model is chaotic, then arbitrarily small perturbations in any of these can result in arbitrarily different behavior in the future. This phenomenon is sometimes called the butterfly effect, invoking a metaphor that the air movement caused by a butterfly wing may eventually cause a hurricane, in that the hurricane would not have occurred had the butterfly not flown.
Chaos often arises with nonlinear feedback systems. A well-known example of such a system is the Lorenz attractor, defined by the following set of differential equations:
(1) x 3 (t) = x 1 (t)x 2 (t) − bx 3 (t).
Augmented with initial conditions, these equations form a deterministic model. Another deterministic model of the same system is shown in Figure 1 . That model is a computational model, a computer program (given with the graphical syntax of CyPhySim). It approximates Equation (1) and hence is a model whose target is another model. Despite the fact that it approximates the other model, using Runge-Kutta or QSS numerical integration, it is nonetheless a deterministic model. How faithful is it to its target? The answer to this question depends on how we measure the discrepancy between the idealized behavior of the differential equations and the computational model. In fact, measuring this discrepancy is difficult, because every computational model of the differential equations will be "wrong" (in the Box and Draper sense). The model is faithful in the sense that the general shape shown in the plot in Figure 1 is the expected shape. It shows two "attractors," points around which the phase-space plot of x 1 versus x 2 orbits. However, if we try to use this model to predict which of the two attractors we will be near sometime in the future, the utility of the model breaks down. This model is subject to the butterfly effect. An arbitrarily small error in numerical integration, or even in the arithmetic operations of (1), addition, subtraction, and multiplication, will make our prediction useless in the not-too-distant future.
Does this mean that only the computational model is useless, and the symbolic equation model of (1) remains useful for prediction? Probably not. Suppose that (1) is a model of a physical dynamics. Then very likely the parameters σ , λ, and b, and the initial conditions x 1 (0), x 2 (0), and x 3 (0), are physical quantities. Arbitrarily small errors in those physical quantities (which are unavoidable) undermine the predictive value of even the differential equation model. I know of no CPS application that is reasonably modeled by the Lorenz attractor. However, chaos arises commonly in practical CPS scenarios. For example, Thiele and Kumar [2015] show that even simple, commonly used real-time scheduling policies exhibit chaotic behavior.
A model that is chaotic, or even a model that is not known to be not chaotic, needs to be used with caution. It may have some predictive value. For example, the Lorenz attractor model suggests that its target system is stable. The values of the variables x i (t) remain within a bounded range. But their actual value at a future time cannot be usefully predicted by the model. A chaotic model may also be predictive over a reasonably short time horizon, although knowing the extent of this horizon could be difficult.
This problem with chaotic models is fundamental and will be exhibited by every modeling framework. It weakens the value of determinism. 
DISCRETIZING THE CONTINUUM
Most engineering problems occur at a scale where time and space are most usefully modeled as continuums. Continuums enable mathematical models using continuous functions, which are much better behaved and more easily manipulated than discontinuous functions. Within these continuums, however, discrete boundaries will occur. A physical object, for example, has edges that, for most purposes, will be modeled as abrupt. If you delve deeply enough into physics, it is arguable that no such boundary is abrupt. Where is the edge of the outermost electron of the outermost atom comprising an object? Every model of a physical object that has abrupt edges is wrong. But nearly all useful models are wrong in this way.
CPS intrinsically bridges the digital (cyber) world and the physical world. In the domain of software, continuums do not exist. In the world of software, edges are always abrupt. Hence, even if we use continuums to model the physical parts of a CPS, the mere presence of cyber components forces us to integrate continuums with discrete phenomena. An actuator, such as an electrical switch, will abruptly change from on to off and vice versa. The model of the physical side has to be able to deal with the resulting discontinuities.
Even some purely physical systems, with no cyber components, usefully mix discrete and continuous phenomena. Consider for example Newton's cradle, an instance of which is shown in Figure 2 . The motion of the balls can be modeled using Newton's second law, which relates force (e.g., gravitation) with acceleration. Let x be the position of an object, v be its velocity, and F be the force on the object. These are all functions of time, which I assume is a continuum. These are related by
where m is the mass of the object. Under mild assumptions on the force function F, the velocity and position will both be continuous. However, for Newton's cradle, the collision between the balls may be better modeled with techniques that will yield discontinuous velocities.
Modeling collisions between rigid objects is a surprisingly difficult thing to do. Stewart [2000] gives an excellent overview of approaches that have been used toward solving these problems for collisions and friction between macroscopic physical objects. In this regime, a solution that admits discrete behaviors can use generalized functions, most commonly the Dirac delta function, Lebesgue integration, measure theory, and differential inclusions. Stewart argues for embracing discrete behaviors in models and shows that a well-known paradox in the study of rigid bodies known as the Painlevé paradox can be resolved by admitting impulsive forces into the model. An impulsive force produces an instantaneous change in momentum or, equivalently, an instantaneous change in velocity. An instantaneous change in momentum at time T of magnitude P can be modeled as follows:
where δ is the Dirac delta function. Such a model for Newton's cradle imposes impulsive forces at the instants of the collisions between the balls. These impulsive forces result in instantaneous transfer of momentum from one ball to another and discontinuities in the velocity functions.
For the Newton's cradle example, modeling collisions as discrete gets tricky. Consider the simplest use of Newton's cradle, where you lift the left ball and release it. Let us number the balls 1 through 5 from left to right. Suppose that ball 1 collides with ball 2 at time T . Assume that the balls have exactly the same mass and that the collisions are perfectly elastic, where no kinetic energy is lost. Then at time T , ball 1 will instantaneously transfer its momentum to ball 2. Then, without any time elapsing, still at time T , ball 2 will collide with ball 3 and transfer its momentum. Ball 3 will then collide with ball 4, and ball 4 will collide with ball 5, all at time T . Ball 5 has nothing to collide with, so its acquired momentum becomes motion, and it lifts from the pack.
The chain of momentum transfers at an instant T creates mathematical difficulties when time is modeled using only the real line. The reader is referred to Lee [2014] for an explanation of how a superdense model of time solves these problems, at least for some models. But this topic is beyond the scope of this article, which focuses on problems that cannot be solved. Figure 2 is a photograph of a particularly poor-quality implementation of Newton's cradle. For this instance, the motion of the balls is sloppy, not behaving at all like predicted by the idealized model. The model is not faithful to its target. Which is flawed-the model or the target? To an engineer, the target is flawed. To a scientist, the model is flawed. Both perspectives are valid, although for different purposes.
Let us consider the scientist's perspective. To construct a more faithful model, we will need more than just Newton's laws of motion. Collisions between rigid objects, for example, involve localized plastic deformation, viscous damping in the material, and acoustic wave propagation. Much experimental and theoretical work has been done to refine models of such phenomena, leading to considerable insight into the underlying physical phenomena. How good is the predictive value of such models? The steel in the balls will have imperfections that will affect the plastic deformation, damping, and acoustic wave propagation. Imperfections in the spherical shape will affect the acoustic wave propagation. Elasticity and imperfections in the lengths of the strings will determine the points at which collisions occur. There are so many physical parameters here that there is little hope of knowing them all precisely. Moreover, the equations will likely become nonlinear and exhibit chaos. Such more detailed models are unlikely to be any more faithful than the idealized (and much simpler) model. At the macroscopic scale, the predictive value of the simpler model is probably just as good (or bad) as that of the more complex model. And for the purposes of engineering, the simple idealized discrete model provides a specification, a benchmark against which the quality of a physical realization can be assessed. By itself, this is a valuable role for a model.
We could go part way toward a more complex model and approximate the physics of the collision using a stiff spring between the balls. With some care, this results in continuous velocities, although it still has instantaneous discontinuities in acceleration. I will say more about this later, in Section 4, but for now I will just assert that over most operating conditions, such a model exhibits very similar behavior to the simpler discrete model, and where the behaviors differ, the model is extremely sensitive to parameters that are difficult to measure or know.
Computational Models Mixing Discrete and Continuous Behaviors
Equation (4) provides a mathematical model that mixes discrete and continuous behaviors. How can we create computational models for such mixtures? Such models have to embrace numerical approximation of continuous systems using, for example, numerical integration. But that is not the only problem. It is also challenging to properly embrace discrete events.
Numerical integration and solving techniques for differential algebraic equations (DAEs) is an old and quite sophisticated topic. Excellent languages and tools are available for analyzing and numerically solving DAEs. One of the best is Modelica [Tiller 2001 ], a widely used language with well-supported libraries of models for a large variety of physical systems. Although the technology continues to improve, even such state-ofthe-art tools have had difficulty mixing in discrete behaviors. Otter et al. [2005] state that "at the moment, it is not possible to implement the solution with impulses . . . in a generic way in Modelica." They offer continuous approximations as an alternative, categorizing three approaches for collisions: impulsive, spring-damper ignoring contact area, and spring-damper including contact area. They describe a library in Modelica that uses the latter two approaches.
A CyPhySim model for Equations (2) and (4) is shown in Figure 3 . A key feature of that model is that the impulsive force, given as an instantaneous change in momentum P, is provided on a separate input port from the continuous force F. There are two reasons for doing this. First, the Dirac delta functions are discrete events, absent most of the time and present only at the instants of collisions. The value of the force at that instant is not finite, but the weight of the delta function, which has units of momentum, is finite. The semantics of these two inputs, F and P, are sufficiently different to justify providing them separately.
Second, and perhaps more interestingly, P is provided on a distinct input port because the causality relationship between P(t) and v(t) is not the same as the causality 
relationship between F(t) and v(t). In particular, because of the fundamental properties of integration, at a time t, v(t) does not depend on F(t).
2 It only depends on earlier values of F. However, v(t) does depend on P(t). The impulse immediately affects the velocity. There is direct feedthrough from the input P to v, although not from F to v. We will see in the following that this direct feedthrough constrains how we can construct feedback models.
Examining closely the CyPhySim integrator component shown in Figure 4 , we see that indeed the weight of an impulse is provided on a distinct input port labeled "impulse." The signal provided to this port is required to be discrete in a very technical sense that is elaborated in Lee [2014] but is beyond the scope of this article. For our purposes, it is sufficient to use an intuitive description: the signal provided to the impulse input is absent almost everywhere and present with a weight at the time of a Dirac delta function.
Bouncing Ball Model
To better understand the implications of the causality relation between an impulse and the integrated output, consider the well-studied bouncing ball problem. Consider a ball that is subject to the constant downward force of gravity. The gravitational force is shown on the left in Figure 5 , with value −9.8m, where m is the mass. The Ball in the figure is the one in Figure 3 . This force causes it to accelerate until it collides with a rigid surface.
Let us assume a partially inelastic collision that loses some energy so that each bounce of the ball rises to a lesser height than the previous bounce. When it collides with the surface, we can calculate an impulsive upward force that will instantly reverse the velocity of the ball. Figure 5 shows this model. An execution of this model is shown in Figure 6 . There are two interesting conundrums about this simple model. First, at the time of the collision, there is a potential causality loop. That causality loop is broken in Figure 5 by the MicrostepDelay component, whose output is the same as its input but is delayed by one microstep in superdense time. If this MicrostepDelay were omitted from the model, we would have a causality loop. At the time t of a collision, the velocity v(t) would depend on the impulse force P(t), which in turn would depend on v(t). We would be unable to calculate v(t) or P(t) because of this circular dependence. This would be an example of a nonconstructive model [Berry 1999] .
The fact that a nonconstructive model emerges from a discrete description of the physics of the problem is disturbing. I will say more about this problem later, but first there is another equally disturbing problem with this model. The time between bounces shrinks rapidly enough that in theory, an infinite number of bounces will occur in finite time. This is called a Zeno condition. But in the executable model, instead of getting an infinite number of bounces, we see at the right of the plot in Figure 6 that the ball tunnels through the surface and goes into a free fall below the surface! The velocity and position of the ball lie in a continuum. The surface is modeled as discrete. The position function crosses a discrete threshold, which in an idealized sense requires infinite precision. But level crossing can only be done computationally up to some error, and the resulting error will inevitably be large enough that the ball tunnels through the surface. Figure 7 explains why this happens. To detect the level crossing, this particular detector has a parameter controlling the precision, and it allows the ball to penetrate the surface a certain amount when detecting a collision. Hence, eventually, the ball will not have enough energy to rise above the surface. Any implementation that allows penetration and models the surface as a discrete threshold will suffer this tunneling.
As with Newton's cradle, we might conclude that using discrete models is not the right choice. We could construct a more detailed model of the physics, but as I have observed before, the resulting model may not be any more faithful, and the cost in modeling complexity can be high. We will see in the following that there is an alternative solution that further embraces discreteness, which is to model this system as a modal model. Although the computational model in Figure 5 is deterministic, it is difficult to predict when the tunneling will occur. This will depend on the exact details of numerical computation, including the precision with which real numbers are represented and the algorithms used to perform arithmetic on them. At this point, it might be more useful to consider the model to be nondeterministic and not even attempt to include in the model such computational details. An idealized model, one that embraces the continuum, becomes a deterministic ideal against which the nondeterministic approximations are evaluated. This seems to suggest a trade-off between precision and determinism, in that higher precision could get us "closer" (in some sense) to the deterministic ideal. However, as I will show, this line of reasoning breaks down because determinism is incomplete. Even letting the precision approach infinity does not solve the problem.
Detecting Zeno Behavior Is Hard
The preceding bouncing ball model exhibits Zeno behavior, where an infinite number of events occur in finite time. Any modeling framework that is sufficiently expressive to describe such models will have challenges handling the models. A framework that handles all events in chronological order will either get stuck at the Zeno point or suffer from unexpected behavior due to quantization errors near the Zeno point (Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the latter). Techniques exist for getting past the Zeno point in practice (e.g., see Zheng et al. [2006] ) and in theory (see Matsikoudis and Lee [2013] , which uses transfinite induction), but these techniques are either incomplete (they fail on some models) or not (directly) computational. It would be desirable if Zeno models could be recognized and rejected to circumvent such problems, but unfortunately this is not possible. Figure 8 shows a model (due to Ben Lickly) that may or may not have Zeno behavior. Whether it has Zeno behavior depends on whether a famous conjecture is true or false. Specifically, the Collatz conjecture states the following:
For any natural number n ≥ 1, if n is even, divide it by 2; if n is odd, multiply it by 3 and add 1. Repeat the process indefinitely. The conjecture is that no matter what number you start with, you will always eventually reach 1.
This conjecture is as yet unproven true or false. If the conjecture is false, then the model in Figure 8 is a Zeno model when the input is a counterexample to the conjecture. An infinite number of events will circulate in the loop with spacing between them equal to 1/m 2 , where m is the count of events from the input that is the counterexample. Otherwise, the model does not exhibit Zeno conditions for any input. This shows definitively that detecting Zeno systems is hard. 
Modal Models
One possible interpretation of the problem with the bouncing ball is that the model that detects a collision with the surface becomes invalid when the ball motion drops below some threshold. Indeed, in the physical world, a ball will not bounce an infinite number of times. It will stop. The model of a stopped ball is quite different from the model of a bouncing ball (and much simpler!).
Modal models (generalized hybrid systems) split models into modes and provide a transition system ensuring that a mode is active only when the model in that mode is valid. A modal model for the bouncing ball is shown in Figure 9 . Details of the notation in this (executable) model are given in Ptolemaeus [2014] , but for our purposes it is enough to notice that guarded transition moves the model from falling to sitting when the position and velocity drop below a threshold. Interestingly, the behavior of the model is not very sensitive to the choice of this threshold, as long as the transition is taken before the ball tunnels.
A plot of the new execution is shown in Figure 10 . This model has more discrete elements than the original model, in that the guarded transitions are (semantically) instantaneous. By making the model more discrete, we are also able to make it simpler. And we no longer confront the trade-off between determinism and precision. 
Modal Causality
In this section, I study a modal model where the causality relationship between variables changes between modes. Consider the example shown in Figure 11 , which was also considered in Lee [2014] and Mosterman and Biswas [1995] . This is a very practical circuit, representing a pattern that is widely used in CPS when a switch is used to turn on and off an inductive load, such as a motor. The dashed lines abstract this circuit as two components: a controller on the left and the load on the right. When the switch is closed, the controller supplies a voltage w and current j to the load. There are several variables in this model: currents h, j, and i, and voltages u, v, and w. To build a constructive model, we would like to identify some of these variables as inputs and outputs of the two components.
The notion of constructive models is defined formally in Berry [1999] , but loosely a model is constructive if its behavior can be found by a terminating procedure that changes variables from unknown to known in a sequence that is based on their causal relationships-for instance, if a causes b, then a must become known before b can become known.
An inductor has memory. It has the property that current flowing through it at a time t does not depend on the voltage across it at time t but rather only depends on the history of past voltages. Specifically, for the currents and voltages in the figure,
where L is the inductance. This assumes that the initial voltage v(0) is zero at time zero-that is, we assume that the system starts in the off position (the switch is open) and that the inductor is storing no energy. It is a basic property of integration in calculus that i(t) in (5) does not depend on v(t) at any time t. During normal operation of this circuit, assuming that the battery voltage u is positive and the switch is closed, the diode will be reverse biased, meaning that no current flows through it (I neglect leakage). At such times t, h(t) = 0, and consequently,
j(t) = i(t). Moreover, at all times t, v(t) = w(t).
Hence, when the diode is reverse biased, the load component is defined by
With this definition, we must consider w the input and j the output, because the environment of the load component cannot arbitrarily set the current j independent of the history. Figure 12 (a) shows the load component with input w and output j. For the controller, because of the resistor, w depends on the current j that the load draws. Hence, it is reasonable to consider j to be an input and w to be an output, as shown in Figure 12 (a) The battery symbol on the far left of Figure 11 represents an ideal voltage source producing voltage u, so the battery together with the resistor model a practical battery. Notice that for the controller, the voltage w(t) depends instantaneously on the current j(t) at time t, by Ohm's law. There is no delay from the input j(t) to the output w(t), so there is direct feedthrough. Put another way, we cannot know the output w(t) unless we know the input j(t). By contrast, for the load component, the output j(t) does not immediately depend on the input w(t), because of (6). Hence, that component does not have direct feedthrough. As a consequence, the feedback loop in Figure 12 (a) is constructive. At any time t, the output j(t) of the load can be determined without knowing the input w(t). A causality loop is averted. We therefore have a constructive procedure for finding the values of both w(t) and j(t) at time t.
When the switch is open, the situation is quite different. In this case, the current j is forced by the switch to be identically zero. This is what a switch does. Hence, the current j is no longer an input to the controller component. It is an output. Moreover, since the switch is open, the controller no longer has any control over the voltage w. Therefore, that voltage is no longer an output and can only be considered an input.
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This reversal of causality is shown in Figure 12(b) .
For the load component, with the switch open, the current j has now become an input. We have already established that j cannot be an input if the diode is reverse biased. Indeed, in this circuit, when the switch is opened, the diode becomes forward biased, and current can flow through it. In this state, the current h through the diode is equal to i, the current through the inductor. The voltage w is now determined by the diode and hence is an output of the load component (this voltage is a property of the diode technology, but we can assume for our purposes an ideal diode where this voltage is zero). Figure 12 (b) shows a revised load component, where the current j is an input (forced to zero by the controller) and the voltage w is an output. Figure 12 (b) also averts a causality loop. For the controller, the current j, the output, does not depend on the voltage w, the input, and hence in this mode, there is no direct feedthrough from input to output. We do not need to know w(t) at time t to determine j(t). The circuit is again constructive.
The behavior of this circuit is naturally modeled using a modal model. There are potentially four modes, because each of the two components has two modes. The controller component has a switch that is either open or closed, and the load component has a diode that is either forward or reverse biased. A detailed model is given in Lee [2014] . In that model, two of the four modes (switch is closed and diode is forward biased, or switch is open and diode is reverse biased) are transient. The model spends no time in them. Such transient modes are called mythical modes by Mosterman and Biswas [1995] . In fact, in two of the four modes, the model is not constructive. It has a causality loop.
The most interesting feature of this model, however, is not the mythical modes. It is the reversal of causality when switching between modes. What is an input in one mode becomes an output in the other. Moreover, the direct feedthrough property changes. These changes in causality appear to be a direct consequence of the physics of the model.
A continuous model of this system would have to become much more detailed about the physics, delving into the mobility of charged particles. Again, there is risk that uncertainty about material details of the system being modeled will undermine the fidelity of the model, resulting in a model that is no more trustworthy than the discrete model. An alternative is to reject the notion of causality altogether, something that is advocated by some philosophers. 4 But rejecting the notion of causality just so we can reject the notion of discreteness is simply too high a price to pay. This author prefers to accept discreteness.
Note that even languages that embrace acausal models, such as Modelica, go to great lengths to convert the models to causal form, such as using the Pantelides algorithm [Pantelides 1988] . Only when such conversion is not possible are algebraic loop solvers used, and in such cases, considerable modeling care is required to interpret the results, as solutions may not exist or may not be unique.
Causality Loops
In Equation (6), the reader may have noticed a sleight of hand. I assumed that the initial voltage w(0) was zero. Otherwise, the correct equation is a little bit different:
Now we have a problem. At time zero, the integral is zero, so
The current j (0) This problem is resolved in Lee [2014] by ensuring that whenever we enter the mode where the diode is reverse biased, the voltage across the inductor gets set as an initial condition. At the very start of the execution of the model, if the initial mode is such that the diode is reverse biased, then that initial voltage is a parameter of the model. On subsequent entries into this mode, the initial voltage is simply set equal to the voltage w in the previous mode. This setting is part of the mode transition function.
There are circuits, however, where the resolution to such transient causality loops is not so obvious (the causality loop is transient because it lasts zero time; after any infinitesimal time has passed, there is no longer a causality loop). Cellier and Kofman [2006, p. 582] provide an example that intrinsically includes a causality loop. To support such models, CyPhySim includes three algebraic loop solvers that can be tried [Lee et al. . However, with such causality loops, we have no assurance of the existence or uniqueness of a solution, so considerable care in modeling is required.
Representing a Continuum
Computers cannot directly deal with quantities in a continuum. Every object manipulated by a digital computer is a member of a countable set (or strictly speaking, a finite set, as memory is always bounded; however, often the bound is so large that we can neglect the finiteness). When modeling physical behaviors in a computer, we have to approximate the continuum somehow. Furia et al. state that "normal numerical algorithms deal with rational numbers since they can approximate real numbers" [Furia et al. 2010] . However, rational numbers are in fact quite expensive to compute with. Representing a rational number (fully) requires two unbounded integers: one for the denominator and one for the numerator. Adding two rational numbers requires finding the least common multiple of the denominators, scaling the numerators and denominators, and then adding. If we then want to reduce each rational number to a canonical form, we have to factor the numerator and denominator of the result. As a consequence, numerical algorithms that deal with rational numbers are rare indeed.
The usual approximation to real numbers in computer programs is floating-point numbers conforming to the IEEE 754 standard. The sets of float or double numbers, however, are not dense in the reals (there are real numbers that are not limits of sequences of floating-point numbers). Moreover, these sets are in fact finite. Hence, the properties of these sets are distinctly different from the properties of real numbers, and it is not correct to simply assume that one can arbitrarily closely approximate real numbers.
In many physical problems, it makes little sense to talk about equality of two distinct quantities in a continuum. For example, we would be on shaky ground to assert that the voltage across two distinct capacitors is equal. Any such assertion would force our model down to the resolution where quantum mechanics applies, and at such scales, the assertion is prohibited.
Consider a bouncing ball model that places the position of the ball in a continuum. If the position of the falling ball is continuous, then there must be an instant in time (where time is also modeled as a continuum) when the position of the ball equals the position of the surface. In the idealized model using continuums, this is the instant at which the ball bounces.
Such equality is problematic in physics and even more problematic in computation. Neither the position nor the time can be represented in the computer as members of a continuum. Hence, the need for approximation. Even if the position of the falling ball is continuous in the continuum model, in any computational model the position of the ball may progress from above the surface to below it without ever being equal.
But there is an even more subtle phenomenon that we cannot ignore: when we represent quantities using a finite set, such as double, it is possible for two quantities to be equal. It is essential for any modeling framework that approximates a continuum using such a finite set to give a semantic meaning to such equality. Equality will occur sometimes. It needs to mean something. It cannot be ignored.
Consider representing time using a double. Many modeling and simulation frameworks do this (CyPhySim is an exception [Ptolemaeus 2014], as is, for example, VHDL). Since two doubles can be equal, such modeling frameworks allow for simultaneity (the times of two events can be equal). But does this simultaneity have any semantics? Broman et al. [2015] argue that floating-point numbers are a poor choice for modeling time because we cannot assign any significant semantics to equality. The core reason for this is that addition is not associative, and resolution is not independent of magnitude for floating-point numbers.
5 In fact, most bug checkers for software (such as Coverity) will flag tests for equality of floating-point numbers as a potential bug.
As a consequence, computational models that approximate continuums should use care in how they do so. CyPhySim represents time as an (unbounded) integer multiple of a global resolution, a parameter of the model. As a consequence, addition is associative, resolution is independent of magnitude, and simultaneity is independent of the accidental ordering of simple arithmetic operations. See Ptolemaeus [2014] for details.
LIMITS OF DETERMINISM
In this final section, I observe a fundamental limit that was, to my knowledge, first described in Lee [2014] . This limit is more speculative than the ones discussed earlier in this article, and its consequences are more profound.
Specifically, consider a set of deterministic models that is rich enough to encompass at least models like the Newton's cradle with discrete collisions. In other words, the modeling framework needs to include an ability to model Newton's second law augmented with impulsive forces. Then we can construct a sequence of deterministic models whose behavior gets closer and closer together, but the sequence has no limit in the set of deterministic models. Every model in the sequence is deterministic, and the models in the sequence get arbitrarily "close" to each other, but the limit is not deterministic. This suggests that the set of deterministic models is not complete, although defining "completeness" in general seems tricky. As a practical consequence, this result suggests that we cannot be complacent when building deterministic models, because there could be corner cases, parameter values for the models, where their determinism breaks down. These cases may be unavoidable, at least when discrete behaviors are modeled discretely.
Formalizing this in general is not trivial, as it requires defining a "limit" of a sequence of models and of "closeness" of models. Here, I will make the case for a family of very simple models, but I fully acknowledge that it is a leap of faith to assert that determinism is incomplete for modeling in general. Nevertheless, it seems defensible on philosophical grounds and consistent with modern physics (which is all about models).
Collisions: Mixing Discrete and Continuous
To simplify Newton's cradle, we can reduce it to one dimension. Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 13 . An ideal billiard ball in motion approaches a second ball on a frictionless surface. Let us model the collisions using impulsive forces.
Assuming that the balls are perfectly elastic, after the collision, both momentum and energy should have been conserved. Let v 1 and v 1 be the speed of the first ball before and after the collision, respectively. Let v 2 and v 2 similarly represent the speed of the second ball before and after the collision. Conservation of momentum requires where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the two balls, respectively. Conservation of kinetic energy requires
Assuming that we know the starting speeds v 1 and v 2 and the masses, we have two equations and two unknowns, v 1 and v 2 . This is a quadratic problem with two solutions:
Solution 2:
Note that if m 1 = m 2 , then the two masses simply exchange velocities (as in Newton's cradle). Note further that solution 1 corresponds to tunneling, albeit for a very different reason than in the bouncing ball example. Now consider a more elaborate scenario, shown in Figure 14 . Two (ideal) billiard balls approach a third stationary ball from opposite sides on a frictionless surface and collide with the stationary ball simultaneously. How should they react?
If we consider only conservation of momentum and energy, then there is more than one possible outcome. The conservation laws give us two equations, but there are now three unknowns. Embracing discrete models, at the time of the collision, there are two collisions, each with two outcomes. If we reject the tunneling solutions, then it would seem that only one outcome remains for each collision. But it is not obvious how to combine the two nontunneling outcomes.
A first (naive) solution, using what is known as Newton's hypothesis, just superimposes the resulting momentums of the two nontunneling outcomes. If the balls all have the same mass, then the left ball will transfer its momentum to the middle ball, the right ball will also transfer its momentum to the middle ball, and the equal and opposite momentums will cancel. All balls stop. Momentum is conserved, but not energy. This solution is shown at the top of Figure 15 . Since there is no mechanism for energy dissipation in this model, this resolution is not satisfactory.
An alternative solution, using what is known in the literature as Poisson's hypothesis, introduces a form of superdense time. At the time of the collision, the kinetic energy of the balls is instantly converted to potential energy by compressing the middle ball. Then, without time elapsing, in a second microstep, the potential energy is reconverted to kinetic energy by the middle ball expanding. But how should this ball apportion the kinetic energy to the two outer balls? As it happens, if the masses of the balls are equal, then there is only one solution, shown at the bottom of Figure 15 . But if the masses are unequal, then there are many solutions that conserve both momentum and energy! We seem to have no basis for picking one solution over another, so the model appears to become intrinsically nondeterministic.
Perhaps we can resolve this conundrum by questioning the notion of simultaneity. Let us assume that the collisions occur in some order. To embrace discreteness and leverage superdense time, let us assume that no time elapses between collisions. As shown in Figure 16 , when the collisions occur, we arbitrarily pick one to handle, the left one in the figure, and ignore the other collision. We handle that collision, rejecting the tunneling solution. Without time elapsing, we find ourselves in state (c) in the figure, where the middle and right ball are traveling toward one another and colliding. Now there is only one collision, so we handle it in (d), leaving us in state (e). Again, without time elapsing, there is a new collision, which we handle in (f), leaving us in state (g). After time elapses, we find ourselves in state (h).
The balls move away at equal speed, but only if their masses are the same! If the masses are different, then the choice of which collision we handle first affects the final outcome, as depicted in Figure 17 . More than one final state conserves both momentum and energy.
Arbitrary interleaving of the collisions yields the right result (for any choice of interleaving), in that momentum and energy are conserved. But if the masses are not the same, even after excluding tunneling, there is more than one "right" result, as shown for a particular example in Figure 17 . There, three balls with masses 0.2, 1.0, and 5.0 collide simultaneously. Depending on which collision is handled first, the trajectories differ. Both shown outcomes have the same momentum and energy after the collision as before.
Inevitably, when I present this example, someone asks me how the "real world" behaves in this example. This is a difficult question. Recall that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that we cannot simultaneously know the position and momentum of an object to arbitrary precision. But discrete modeling of these collisions depends on knowing position and momentum precisely. Interestingly, quantum mechanics resolves this conundrum with probabilistic models, which like our arbitrary interleaving and nondeterminism admit more than one behavior.
It probably seems odd to be invoking quantum mechanics on macroscale physics problems, where Newtonian mechanics usually works just fine. But we are talking about models, and in our model, position and velocity are real numbers and therefore have infinite precision, in violation of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Arguably, physics tells us that when the time between collisions becomes small enough, our Newtonian model is no longer valid, and we need to switch to some other model.
Another way to resolve this conundrum would be to switch to a model that is more detailed about the physics of collisions. A relatively small step in that direction, short of modeling localized plastic deformation, viscous damping in the material, and acoustic wave propagation, would be to model the collisions using stiff springs at the boundaries of the balls. Such a model is deterministic, and the velocities of the balls are continuous functions of time, but can we have confidence in the result? If we assume that the stiffness of the springs is high, then the behavior exhibited by the model will be very sensitive to the time between collisions. behavior is very sensitive to the initial position. As with chaotic models, the predictive power of this deterministic model is suspect and may in fact be no better than the predictive power of the discrete nondeterministic model. Moreover, the determinism of the model could be misleading, inducing a false sense of confidence in the model.
Since the time of the collisions cannot be known precisely, we could elaborate our model with probabilities that quantify our uncertainty about the parameters. However, if the stiffness of the springs is high enough, these probabilistic models likely become bimodal, reflecting a temporal ordering between collisions. In this case, the probabilistic model becomes remarkably similar to the discrete nondeterministic model, although at considerable cost in complexity.
As with all modeling exercises, we have many choices for how to model this system. Which model to choose will depend on our modeling goals. Do we want a typical behavior? The set of all possible behaviors? The set of possible behaviors weighted by probabilities? The extreme behaviors? Any plausible behavior? This choice should be explicit. And we should always choose the simplest model that meets our objectives. 
Is Determinism Incomplete?
The preceding example has the odd property that a sequence of deterministic models "converges" (in some sense) to a nondeterministic one. This suggests that the set of deterministic models is incomplete (in some sense), at least when discrete behaviors are allowed. A general statement about the incompleteness of determinism is difficult to make, as the set of all models is ill defined. In addition, there are many subtly different notions of completeness in mathematics. If we restrict our attention to a welldefined subset and choose a particular notion of completeness, then we can argue this incompleteness.
Specifically, I will study a particularly small set of well-defined models. Consider the set M of models describing one-dimensional motion of N = 3 ideal elastic balls subject to Newton's second law, where collisions are handled with impulsive forces, and all behaviors that conserve momentum and energy are allowed except for tunneling. The equations of motion are (2) and (4). There are no external forces, so all behaviors are a consequence of the initial conditions. We can assume that these equations are solved ideally, as they are simple enough that given any initial condition, all eventualities can be derived in closed form. The set M includes three balls with masses m 1 = 0.2, m 2 = 1.0, and m 3 = 5 (these are the masses that generate the behaviors shown in Figure 17 ). Assume initial positions x i (0) ∈ R and initial velocities v i (0) ∈ R given as follows:
where ∈ R is a real number. In other words, there are three balls, with the two outer ones moving toward the stationary middle one. The set M is now well defined. The only distinguishing feature between models in M is the value of the parameter . When = 0, the collisions will not be simultaneous, as illustrated in Figure 19 . Following Lee and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [1998] , we formally define a model as a set of behaviors. We will consider the behavior of each model over the time interval [0, 2] only, as this is sufficient for our purposes. Specifically, let B be the set of all functions of the form b : [0, 2] → R 3 . For a particular model A ∈ M with parameter A , we say that x ∈ B is a behavior of A if for all t ∈ [0, 2], x i (t) is the position of ball i at time t for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. These x i are functions of time that satisfy the equations of motion and conservation laws. In words, a behavior of a model A ∈ M is three functions giving the positions of the three balls as a function of time.
A particular model A ∈ M may have more than one behavior, in which case the model is nondeterministic [Lee and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 1998 ]. In particular, as shown by the preceding example, there is more than one behavior that satisfies the equations of motion and conservation laws when A = 0. In fact, in our space of models, that is the only nondeterministic model. Consider the subset D ⊂ M of deterministic models. We can define a metric on D that allows us to talk about models being "close." It does not matter much which metric we choose. To be concrete, consider two models A, A ∈ D. Since these models are deterministic, each has exactly one behavior. Let those behaviors be x, x ∈ B, respectively. We can define a distance function d as follows:
where ||x|| is the L1 norm of a real vector x. It is easy to show that d is a metric. Consider a sequence of models A i ∈ D, i ∈ {1, 2, . . .} where
It is easy to show that this sequence is Cauchy, which means that for any > 0, we can find a positive integer N such that for all positive integers i, j > N,
However, this sequence has no limit in D, which means that the metric space D of deterministic models is incomplete. It does not contain all of its limit points. Every model in the sequence is deterministic, and the models in the sequence get arbitrarily close to one another. But there is no limit that is a deterministic model. In Lee [2014] , I show that a direct description of this scenario results in a nonconstructive model [Berry 1999; Mendler et al. 2012 ] when reaches zero. To make the model constructive, we have to arbitrarily choose one of the possible behaviors. My formulation assumes that this choice is handled nondeterministically. Does this assumption alone predispose the result? For example, we could define the universe of models so that simultaneous collisions are handled left to right and then all models in M become deterministic. However, the preceding argument still works, because even though the preceding sequence of models will converge to a deterministic model, a second Cauchy sequence where
will not converge to any model in the set.
Considering the collisions to be simultaneous appears to be problematic. But our set of Newtonian models allows the left collision to occur before the right collision, and also allows the right collision to occur before the left. If time and space are continuums, then these two scenarios must be able to cross one another. At the point of crossing, in this set of models, the collisions are simultaneous. To avoid this simultaneity, we need to either introduce a "hole" in the set of models (hence, the incompleteness) or take more drastic measures such as rejecting the time or space continuum. These more drastic measures amount to rejecting Newtonian physics. Therefore, from principles of logic, we must either accept that determinism is incomplete or reject Newtonian physics.
An alternative is to reject discreteness. However, this does not solve the problem. Consider the stiff-spring model illustrated in Figure 18 . In this stiff-spring model, every model is deterministic. But again, we can construct a Cauchy sequence of models of this type that does not converge to a deterministic model. Just let the spring stiffness approach infinity while simultaneously letting the time between collisions approach zero. The same arguments as earlier apply.
Generalizing this result to arbitrary sets of models and unbounded time horizons appears treacherous. Nevertheless, the preceding argument shows definitively the incompleteness of determinism for sets of models rich enough to encompass Newton's laws and discrete elastic collisions. It would probably be wise to assume that determinism is incomplete for any modeling framework that is rich enough to help design and understand CPS, where discrete and continuous behaviors inevitably mix. As a practical matter, it means that nondeterminism is unavoidable. I caution the reader, however, to not use this argument to dispense with deterministic models altogether. Death is also unavoidable, but that does not mean that we should give up on life.
CONCLUSIONS
Science and engineering use models in different ways, and the differences affect the choice of models and how they are used. For engineering, simplicity and understandability of the models is essential for their usefulness, and the goal becomes to create physical systems that are faithful to the model. In science, the physical systems are given, and simplicity may need to be sacrificed to achieve fidelity.
To achieve simplicity and understandability, clear, deterministic modeling semantics have proven extremely valuable in the past in modeling and design of both physical systems and cyber (computational) systems. But when these modeling frameworks are combined to engineer CPS, determinism is usually lost. To improve this situation, we face several challenges. One is that widely used modeling techniques on the cyber side abstract away time and cannot directly deal with the continuums of the physical world. Another is that widely used modeling techniques on the physical side do not deal well with discreteness.
Although I assert that deterministic models are useful, I am not asserting that nondeterministic models are not useful. They are. One common use of nondeterministic models is to provide simpler abstractions of deterministic models. In this case, the target of the nondeterministic model is a deterministic model. If the abstraction is sound, then statements about the nondeterministic model are also true of the deterministic model. Since the nondeterministic model may be much smaller (e.g., fewer states), algorithmic techniques such as model checking may be more effective.
Recognizing the differing emphasis in modeling for engineering purposes, we can make several improvements in engineering practice. One is to embrace discrete behaviors, even when modeling physical systems. Another is to use modal models, ensuring that a model is used only within its regime of validity. Even with such improvements, however, there are fundamental limits that can restrict the utility of models. One is chaos, which limits the use of models for prediction, even if the model is deterministic. Another is that discrete behaviors can introduce Zeno conditions and nonconstructive models. In the latter case, models may of necessity become nondeterministic, again limiting their predictive power. And finally, we are forced to accept that any set of deterministic models that is rich enough to model Newton's laws is incomplete, in that the set does not include all of its limit points. We will always be faced with possible corner cases that yield nondeterministic models.
